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We are very happy to serve to our respectful customers! Join the list!



WHY DIGITAL MARKETING?
Based on available data, there are approximately 1.18 billion

websites globally, with three new websites emerging every

second. Given the competitive landscape, numerous

businesses are vying for the same clientele as yours.

In this highly competitive scenario, what sets you apart?

Prospective customers, before making decisions, actively seek reviews, testimonials,

social media engagement, website quality, advertisements, and more. Falling short in

any of these aspects can result in a loss of profitability.

The necessity to invest in your marketing strategies is no longer a mere preference;

it has become imperative.

If you prefer dedicating your time to your core strengths rather than delving into

marketing efforts, we provide comprehensive digital services with flexible pricing

models:

On-demand: Pay as you go, scale as you grow.

Monthly: No long-term contracts.

Yearly: Hire an entire marketing team to consistently support your business.
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We craft top-notch content to draw in potential leads while adhering to consistent

weekly schedules. Our strategy, rooted in research, seamlessly combines creativity

and experience to yield superior results.

You have the option to choose a weekly posting rhythm, or we can recommend one

for you. Whether it's Instagram, Facebook, Google My Business, LinkedIn, or Twitter,

our team will manage your accounts, ensuring that your posts reach the right

audience at the right time.

Are you actively engaging with your target audience? Are

your messages as frequent as you desire? Upholding a

positive company image is crucial, and direct communication

with your audience is invaluable.

SOCIAL

MEDIA
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ACCOUNT SET-UP

CONTENT CREATION

MANAGEMENT

TARGET AUDIENCE
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BLACK FRIDAY 
SOCIAL MEDIA POST

AUTO INDUSTRY
SOCIAL MEDIA POST

DENTIST INDUSTRY
SOCIAL MEDIA POST
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Our digital marketing services are crafted to guide you toward success. Through

our strategies, research, and content creation, we aim to establish a consistent brand

voice that resonates emotionally with your customers. 

Elevate your brand visibility on search engines to generate new leads! When it

comes to building your brand, digital advertising is unparalleled. Ensure your

presence when your audience needs you the most. 

Our services are geared to foster closer connections and capture the attention of

potential customers.

DIGITAL 
ADVERTISING
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FACEBOOK ADS &
LEAD

Your public image is shaped by what your audience perceives.

Stand out!

INSTAGRAM ADS &
LEAD

LINKEDIN ADS &
LEAD 

GOOGLE ADS &
REMARKETING

EMAIL MARKETING

REMARKETING



Did you know that content featuring relevant images garners 94% more attention?

Take your promotional materials to the next level with captivating visuals. At ELAR

Digital, our team of graphic designers specializes in crafting unique and artful

designs tailored to each customer. Our objective is to present your company in a

manner that captures attention and sets you apart from the crowd.

We are committed to providing you with high-quality graphic design and a

customized marketing strategy aligned with your brand and goals. Every effort is

dedicated to making your brand easily recognizable, whether through striking

banners, creative social media posts, impressive yet straightforward catalogs, or

business cards.

GRAPHIC
DESIGN
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BROCHURES

BANNERS

SOCIAL MEDIA
POSTS

PROMO MATERIAL

BUSINESS CARDS

CATALOGS
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Your website serves as the cornerstone of your online branding, significantly

impacting how your audience and customers perceive your business. 

Its attractiveness and interactivity make it a crucial asset, potentially your most

important one.

At ELAR Digital, our web design process is meticulously crafted to provide you with

a visually appealing website that is fully customized to meet your specific needs. 

Count on us to create a digital presence that not only captivates but also aligns

seamlessly with your brand identity and objectives.

WEBSITE 
DEVELOPMENT
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WEB DESIGN &
DEVELOPMENT

Unique design, sales-driven content, web-optimized solution -

Perfect package

SECURITY &
OPTIMIZATION

INTEGRATION

ANALYTIC & SEO

MAINTENANCE &
MANAGEMENT

100% RESPONSIVE
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A technically robust website with relevance and high domain authority is key to

keeping the Google algorithm satisfied.

As a business owner, you're well aware of the significance of SEO for your success.

However, with numerous SEO companies available, making a choice can be

challenging. SEO is a complex, time-consuming process, and investing in services is

a tough decision, given the uncertainty of results.

ELAR Digital provides comprehensive search engine optimization services tailored

for small businesses and startups aiming to attract more leads, sales, and signups

through their websites. Our goal is to elevate your business's Google ranking,

enabling you to drive more traffic without breaking the bank on advertising costs.

Count on us to deliver the results you need for SEO success.

SEO
#1 PAGE ON GOOGLE
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ON-PAGE & OFF-
PAGE SEO

We guarantee #1 page on google or your money back!

HUMAN CONTENT
WRITING

ANALYTIC TRACKING

COMPETITOR
ANALYSIS

HIGH AUTHORITY
LINK BUILDING

TECHNICAL SEO
AUDIT



Creating a compelling email marketing strategy is akin to crafting a well-

orchestrated symphony for your online presence. Just as a strong technical

foundation and high domain authority keep the Google algorithm content, a strategic

and engaging email marketing campaign nurtures your relationship with your

audience.

At ELAR Digital, we understand the pivotal role email marketing plays in your

business success. Choosing the right email marketing partner is crucial, considering

the intricacies and importance of this communication channel. 

Our team offers comprehensive email marketing services tailored for small

businesses and startups seeking to cultivate a more profound connection with their

audience. We go beyond traditional approaches, delivering personalized and

impactful email campaigns that drive engagement, conversions, and brand loyalty.

EMAIL
MARKETING
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STRATEGIC
PLANNING

CREATIVE CONTENT
CREATION

PERFORMANCE
ANALYTICS

COMPLIANCE AND
DELIVERABILITY

AUTOMATION
IMPLEMENTATION

LIST MANAGEMENT



Outsourcing with ELAR Digital is a strategic move to optimize your business. We

take care of specialized tasks like:  BACK OFFICE, DATA ENTRY, VIRTUAL

ASSISTANT, EMAIL MANAGEMENT, DATA PROCESSING, DATA ENTRY, SOCIAL

MEDIA MANAGEMENT, and more allowing you to concentrate on your core

operations. 

Our cost-effective solutions and commitment to quality ensure a seamless

experience. 

With ELAR Digital as your outsourcing partner, navigate the competitive landscape

with confidence and focus on what matters most—your business growth and

success.

OUTSOURCING
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BACK OFFICE

You can hire amazing employees that cost  

70%  less than US / EU equivalents

DATA ENTRY

SOCIAL MEDIA

GRAPHIC DESIGNER

VIRTUAL ASSISTANT

ONLINE RESEARCH

EMAIL MANAGEMENT

DATA PROCESSING

APPIAN DEVELOPER WEB DEVELOPER
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Check out some of our photo manipulation
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